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QUARTERLY COMMENTARY

Market Review
The first quarter of 2023 was a turbulent period and a reminder 
that the regime change (geopolitical, macroeconomic) taking 
place will impact all asset classes. Notwithstanding the volatility, 
most major indices registered positive gains for the quarter. The 
year began with optimism as major U.S. indices ended January 
broadly higher by 8%-12%. The bullish start to the year quickly 
gave way to a sharp pullback in March triggered by troubled 
regional banks within the financial sector. The sudden collapse
of Silicon Valley Bank (SVB) led to fear spreading across the 
global banking system. Large deposit outflows and viability 
questions forced the acquisition of troubled Credit Suisse by 
UBS (aided by substantial guarantees from the Swiss 
government). By the end of the quarter, fears began to ebb as 
investors anticipated the Federal Reserve’s cycle of raising rates 
would be over (or very close to over) and that liquidity programs 
put in place would help most banks navigate issues triggered by 
deposit flows. Performance was driven by mega-cap tech and 
growth stocks during the quarter. The technology-heavy NYSE 
FAANG+ Index led markets, returning 39% vs. 7.50% for the 
S&P 500® Index. Growth indices outperformed their value 
counterparts across all market capitalization ranges. Value 
indices lagged due to outsized weightings in Banks.

Fed policies trigger asset losses
Bank runs typically share some common traits, and our most 
recent iteration was no different. Executives make risky balance 
sheet bets to drive higher profits with little regard paid to 
unplanned market movements. The risky bets move counter to 
plan and assets depreciate. Lost asset values create solvency 
questions, depositors flee, and contagion spreads. J.P. Morgan 
steps in to provide support and assuage systemic concerns. 
Ironically, this overview fits well for both the Panic of 1907 and 
the experience of the current quarter. 
During the quarter, three publicly traded U.S. banks failed and 
were taken over by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC), while another received assistance from a group of larger 
U.S. banks including J.P. Morgan. The common equity holders 
of the failed institutions (Silvergate, SVB, and Signature Bank) 
suffered essentially full losses while depositors were made 
whole. First Republic Bank did not fail, but instead received $30 
billion in deposits from a consortium of 11 U.S. banks led by J.P. 
Morgan. There are some clear, apparent reasons for the failures, 
while others (management, regulatory) will only surface during a 
deeper analysis. In essence, a textbook run on the bank doomed 
these institutions.
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Executive Summary
The THB Mid Cap Strategy (the “Strategy”) seeks long-term capital appreciation over full market cycles by investing in a concentrated
group of companies within the Russell Midcap® Index that THB believes are undervalued, display lower volatility, and have strong
operating metrics. The Strategy holds exactly 30 securities from the 800 securities within the Russell Midcap® Index and has a high active
share. THB believes that the mid-cap universe is relatively inefficient and that a focused portfolio of high-quality securities in the space
can offer strong risk-adjusted returns. THB Mid Cap Strategy outperformed the benchmark by 2.82% in the first quarter and was ahead
by 6.04% in the trailing one-year period (net of fees).

As of March 31, 2023 

The Federal Reserve’s policy of increasing interest rates in a short 
period of time created embedded losses in the securities 
portfolios of various banks and thrifts. These securities (unlike 
those involved in the 2008 global financial crisis [GFC]) were 
primarily sound investments (U.S. government bonds) that 
experienced sizable market price declines due to the rapid rise in 
interest rates. Many banks experienced rising deposit balances 
stemming from the Federal Reserve and government policies put 
in place to mitigate economic impacts due to Covid-19. During a 
two-year period from February 2020 until February 2022, the U.S. 
money supply (as measured by M2) surged by 40%, registering 
the highest growth rate in modern history. The growth in M2 
landed on the balance sheets of banks in the form of deposits. As 
deposits (liabilities) grew faster than loans could be written, many 
banks invested the proceeds in government securities (assets). 
Many of these assets were purchased when interest rates were 
near zero and created mark-to-market losses on the balance 
sheets of U.S. banks.
Unrealized Gains (Losses) on Investment Securities 
Held By Banks per Quarter (in $Billions USD)
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Trust in some institutions of our fractional reserve systems quickly 
eroded when SVB Financial Group (the holding company for 
Silicon Valley Bank, the 16th largest bank in the U.S.) launched a 
common stock offering and detailed losses in their securities 
portfolio. The revelation of the scale of losses triggered a “run on 
the bank” as depositors pulled their accounts from SVB. The bank 
could not meet the liquidity needs of clients, causing the 
California regulators to shut the bank and name the FDIC as 
receiver on Friday, March 10. The FDIC deemed SVB systemically 
important and guaranteed all uninsured depositors of the bank. 
These customers had access to all of their accounts on Monday.
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The convergence of rapid Fed policy adjustments, poor 
management, and idiosyncratic business models 
(cryptocurrencies, venture capital) overwhelmed the failed banks 
and also shone bright lights on other banks which had similar 
characteristics. Quick actions by the FDIC and the Federal 
Reserve appear to have assuaged depositor concerns and 
stabilized the situation. They provided liquidity by allowing banks 
to borrow 100% of the face value of their securities assets to 
cover deposit flows. These actions likely imply that depositors will 
be protected in most scenarios while common equity holders 
could face dilution or sizable losses.
The government typically deals with bad regulation by layering on 
more regulations, and it would be safe to assume the banking 
industry will have more rules coming. The Federal Reserve System 
was born in the wake of the Panic of 1907, and since that time the 
industry has become one of the most heavily regulated in the U.S. 
economy. Yet all of this regulation still does not prevent the 
events which unfolded this quarter. Rules and systems cannot 
change the fact that a fractional reserve banking system is built 
on leverage and some elements of trust. The common equity 
relative to the assets of an average bank is much lower than any 
other industry. This leaves stockholders exposed to significant 
losses if there are negative movements in the balance sheets of 
these particular companies. 
We believe, considering all the variables and scenarios at play, 
that it is difficult to be incredibly positive on bank stocks. The 
price declines have been substantial (the S&P Regional Bank 
Index is -24.7% YTD), implying there should be some 
opportunities, but forward levels of profitability may be lower and 
the costs or scope of future regulations are impossible to estimate 
at this time. The velocity at which deposits can move away from a 
bank is much higher today than during the GFC. Mobile apps and 
online banking allow deposits to quickly react to solvency fears 
and move away with a few keystrokes. Such uncertainty will likely 
reduce investor sentiment and valuation multiples. Many of these 
same elements, such as lower profitability and heightened 
regulation, have been weighing on the group for over two 
decades. While there are of course outliers (SVB was actually a 
top long-term performer prior to the collapse), the bank group 
relative to the Russell Midcap® Index has been in a steady decline 
for the past 20 years.

Relative Return of the Russell 2000® Index Financials 
Sector to the Russell Midcap® Index (Dec 1996 to March 2023)

Source: Bloomberg
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of countless business models, investment strategies and asset 
allocations, could abruptly end without causing dislocations 
across various asset classes. Businesses which rely on and 
employ high amounts of leverage are a clear example of where 
there could be problems. Real estate, both private and public, is 
an area of the markets receiving increased focus. Real estate is 
capital intensive, relying on debt to support the assets they invest 
in. As interest rates rise, the cost of carrying those assets 
increases, and asset values may decrease. This creates a 
negative feedback loop, as lenders typically do not like to lend on 
assets with declining values. Rolling over the maturing debt 
underlying these assets may prove challenging in this higher 
interest rate environment. Some stress is already appearing in the 
private REIT markets as redemption requests are exceeding 
stated limits.

Private REITs
The Private REIT markets continued to see rising redemptions this 
quarter. Nontraded REITs were part of the booming market for 
private investments that attracted investors and individuals 
seeking higher yields when interest rates were low. 
The spike in redemptions comes as the returns of private REITs 
and their publicly listed counterparts have diverged in recent 
months. As rising rates have strained real estate markets, the 
publicly traded Dow Jones U.S. Select REIT Total Return Index 
fell 25.96% over the same period. In contrast, REITs managed by 
Blackstone, Starwood and KKR reported returns of 8.4%, 6.3%, 
and 8.32% as of the end of December.

Transition 
The transition from an elongated period of essentially zero interest 
rates and quantitative easing has claimed its first victims, and 
more will likely follow. It would be improbable to assume that such 
an extended period of easy money, which formed the foundation
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Fundraising Redemptions
Nontraded REIT Fundraising and Redemptions

Source: Robert A. Stanger & Company

REITs like KKR, Blackstone, and Starwood have all set 
redemption limits as investors queue to pull their money out. 
Blackstone’s BREIT, for example, announced in December 2022 
that it had reached redemption limits of 5% of its NAV for the 
quarter, blocking investors from accessing their capital. In 
February 2023, it announced that it faced $3.9 billion of 
redemption requests in its $71 billion private REIT, once again 
reaching redemption limits, and only fulfilled 35% of requests. 
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Geopolitical tensions continue
Political tension between East and West showed no signs of 
abating this quarter. The power struggle revolving around China 
and the U.S. will form an economic and investment backdrop for 
the foreseeable future. It will likely remain a nonmilitary conflict 
fought in areas such as economics, industries, technology, social 
media, supply chains, currencies, energy and investments. Some 
of the more noteworthy representative events are listed below. 
 A Chinese spy balloon flies over the United States.
 The U.S., Japan, and the Netherlands agree to restrict exports 

of advanced semiconductor machinery to China.
 The TikTok (Chinese social media app) CEO spends 6 hours 

under intense questioning in the U.S. Congress.
The asymmetrical nature of this evolving struggle will likely 
frustrate those investors used to the stability of the past. The new 
investment paradigm will be distinctly different from that which 
has been experienced during the past 20 years.

BENCHMARK PERFORMANCE
The Russell Midcap® Index (the “Index”) returned +4.06% (USD) 
in 1Q 2023. Communication Services (+15.42%) was the best 
performing sector in Q1, followed by Information Technology 
(+14.46%) and Consumer Discretionary (+8.21%). Energy 
(-7.89%) was the worst performing sector, followed by Financials 
(-6.27%) and Utilities (-1.71%).

PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE & POSITIONING
The THB Mid Cap Strategy returned +6.88% in USD (net of fees) 
in 1Q, outperforming the Index by 282 bps.
The portfolio saw positive contribution from underallocation to 
Financials (+1.54%), overallocation to Industrials (+0.87%), and 
stock selection in Consumer Discretionary (+0.67%). Negative 
contribution mainly came from underallocation to Communication 
Services (-0.38%), stock selection in Information Technology 
(-0.33%), and stock selection in Health Care (-0.31%).
THB’s top five performing stocks (from a contribution standpoint) 
were Cadence Design Systems, Inc. (Information Technology, 
+1.07%); Copart, Inc. (Industrials, +0.82%); NVR, Inc. (Consumer 
Discretionary, +0.75%); Old Dominion Freight Line, Inc. 
(Industrials, +0.50%); and Zebra Technologies Corporation 
(Information Technology, +0.47%).
The bottom five performing stocks (from a contribution 
standpoint) were Waters Corporation (Health Care, -0.44%); 
Darling Ingredients, Inc. (Consumer Staples, -0.20%); Keysight 
Technologies, Inc. (Information Technology, -0.18%); Carlisle 
Companies Incorporated (Industrials, -0.13%); and Toro 
Company (Industrials, -0.09%).
Our portfolio companies continue to deploy capital with the goal 
of increasing shareholder value. They announced three share 
repurchase authorizations and seven acquisitions in 1Q 2023.

Waters Corporation
Waters Corporation is a holding in the strategy which is deploying 
cash flows toward inorganic growth opportunities. The is the 
leading manufacturer of liquid chromatography machines, which 
allow users to examine the properties of materials in the 
pharmaceutical, biochemical, food safety, and environmental end 
markets. It operates in a large $12 billion addressable market, 
benefiting from trends such as the increasing usage of biologic 
molecules, increasing safety standards for food, and growing 
medical research funding. It is outperforming peers in both 
revenue growth and margins, growing organic revenue at high 
single digits while keeping operating margins near 30%. 

It continues to innovate via recent launches of several products 
supporting biologics testing, offering faster, more accurate 
testing, leading to growth of 11% in instruments sales in 2022. In 
February 2023, Waters announced the acquisition of Wyatt 
Technology for $1.36 billion. Wyatt is an innovator in bioanalytical 
characterization, which will increase Waters’ exposure to high-
growth areas like cell and gene therapies.

OUTLOOK
The rapidly evolving nature of the regime changes (geopolitical, 
inflation, interest rates) we are experiencing should be a 
supportive backdrop for active equity managers. Long-term 
forecasts are rendered less useful in an environment where 
dramatic shifts are disrupting the status quo. For companies, the 
spread between winners and losers (e.g., Silicon Valley Bank) will 
be more extreme. The ability to act quickly and process new 
information will be the key to delivering alpha. 
Some areas of the share markets we believe are attractive are 
listed below. 
Self-funded growth (organic or inorganic)
A hallmark of our investment approach is to find companies which 
have and can deploy internally generated cash flows to grow their 
businesses. In a world where the cost of borrowed capital is 
increasing and lenders’ willingness and ability to lend may lessen, 
this type of company should prosper. Relying on the willingness of 
others (lenders, investors) to fund your business model might not 
be the best approach in this current environment. 
Aerospace, defense, and monitoring systems
The East/West power struggle is driving increased military 
spending around the world. The war in Ukraine has also 
highlighted the need for equipment and consumables. Beyond 
the normal military equipment, government spending will likely 
increase in the defense of existing and the launch of new 
satellites and space systems.
Energy 
Most politicians continue to resist formulating a rational plan that 
accepts that the transition to a clean energy future will require 
fossil fuels. Clear policies for traditional energy remain confused 
at best and energy producers remain villainized. Due to policy 
and regulatory uncertainty, producers are generally not deploying 
cash flows into increased production projects. This creates a 
situation of lower future supply growth. Additionally, a large 
percentage of current production comes from parts of the world 
(Russia, Middle East) that could quickly destabilize and cut 
supply even further, which could lead to much higher energy 
prices. OPEC+ just announced a million-barrel cut in daily 
production (to decrease supply) just as the U.S. depleted (to 
increase supply) its strategic petroleum reserve to the lowest 
level since 1983.
Technology 
Technology equipment and software demand should remain 
buoyant due to corporate spending to increase efficiencies and 
realign supply chains.
We continue to believe that the economic and political shifts 
underway will provide both bouts of volatility and great 
investment opportunities. This quarter was a clear example of 
that environment. We remain prepared for market dislocations 
which spur opportunities and skeptical of hyperbolic media 
reports regarding current events. The most anticipated recession 
in history has yet to arrive, and our belief remains that it will be of 
the milder type when and if it takes place. Our approach of 
investing in companies with durable business models that employ 
low amounts of leverage is well suited for this type of market.
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Sector Diversification (%)
as of March 31, 2023

Sector Rep. Account
Communication Services 0.00

Consumer Discretionary 10.33

Consumer Staples 5.68

Energy 0.00

Financials 0.00

Health Care 17.32

Industrials 42.97

Information Technology 19.91

Materials 3.04

Real Estate 0.00

Utilities 0.00

Cash 0.75

THB MID CAP STRATEGY As of March 31, 2023 

Performance
Average Annual Returns (%) as of March 31, 2023

THB Mid Cap Composite QTD YTD 1-YR 3-YR 5-YR 10-YR
Since Inception
(February 2014) 

Gross of Fees 7.01 7.01 -2.25 19.71 11.63 – 11.86

Net of Fees 6.88 6.88 -2.74 19.18 11.20 – 11.48

Russell Midcap® Index 4.06 4.06 -8.78 19.20 8.05 – 9.13

Past performance cannot guarantee future results. Returns for periods greater than one year are annualized. Returns are expressed in U.S. dollars and
reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. Composite and benchmark returns are presented net of non-reclaimable withholding taxes, if
any. Gross-of-fees returns are presented before management and custodial fees but after all trading expenses. Net-of-fees returns reflect gross
performance less investment management fees. Net-of-fees returns are calculated by deducting 1/12 of the highest tier of the standard fee schedule in
effect for the period noted (the model fee). The composite model fee for each period is either the highest tier of the current fee schedule or a higher value,
whichever is required to ensure the model composite net-of-fee return is lower than or equal to the composite net-of-fee return calculated using actual
fees. Actual fees may vary depending on, among other things, the applicable fee schedule and portfolio size. The firm’s fees are available on request and
may be found on Part 2A of its Form ADV.

All investments carry a certain degree of risk, including the possible loss of
principal, and an investment should be made with an understanding of the risks
involved with owning a particular security or asset class. Interested parties are
strongly encouraged to seek advice regarding the best options for their particular
circumstances from qualified tax and financial experts.
The information in this article is based on data obtained from recognized services
and sources and is believed to be reliable. Any opinions, projections or
recommendations in this report are subject to change without notice and are not
intended as individual investment advice. The securities highlighted, if any, were
not intended as individual investment advice. A complete list of all holdings for
the previous 12 months, each holding’s contribution to the strategy’s
performance, and the calculation methodology used to determine the holdings’
contribution to performance is available on request. Victory Capital Management
Inc., and its affiliates, as agents for their clients, and any of its officers or
employees, may have a beneficial interest or position in any of the securities
mentioned, which may be contrary to any opinion or projection expressed in this
report.
Information relating to portfolio holdings is based on the representative account in
the composite and may vary for other accounts in the strategy due to asset size,
client guidelines and other factors. The representative account is believed to most
closely reflect the current portfolio management style.
The THB Mid Cap Composite contains fully discretionary mid-cap equity
accounts and for comparison purposes is measured against the Russell Midcap®

Index. Effective July 1, 2018, the minimum account size is $75,000. From June 1,
2016, to June 30, 2018, there was no minimum account size. Prior to June 1,
2016, the minimum account size for this composite was $100,000. The objective
of the THB Mid Cap Strategy is to capture multi-investment themes across five
broad sectors in a risk-averse portfolio. The Strategy implements a disciplined
long-term approach, with an average portfolio turnover of 40%. The focus of the
Strategy is on mid-capitalization companies in the US market that are under-

researched and overlooked.
The Russell Midcap® Index is a market-capitalization-weighted index that
measures the performance of the 800 smallest U.S. stocks in the Russell 1000®

Index.
Index returns are provided to represent the investment environment during the
periods shown. Index performance does not reflect management fees,
transaction costs or expenses that would be incurred with an investment. One
cannot invest directly in an index. Past performance does not guarantee future
results.
Victory Capital Management Inc. (VCM) is a diversified global investment advisor
registered under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and comprises multiple
investment franchises: INCORE Capital Management, Integrity Asset
Management, Munder Capital Management, New Energy Capital, NewBridge
Asset Management, RS Investments, Sophus Capital, Sycamore Capital, THB
Asset Management, Trivalent Investments, Victory Income Investors (formerly
USAA Investments, a Victory Capital Investment Franchise), and the
VictoryShares & Solutions Platform. Munder Capital Management and Integrity
Asset Management became part of the Victory Capital GIPS firm effective
November 1, 2014; RS Investments and Sophus Capital, effective January 1,
2017; Victory Income Investors, effective July 1, 2019; THB Asset Management,
effective March 1, 2021; and New Energy Capital, effective November 1, 2021.
Request a GIPS®-compliant report from your Institutional Relationship Manager
or visit www.vcm.com.
Victory Capital claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance
Standards (GIPS®).
V21.011 // 1Q 2023 THB Mid Cap Strategy COM

Top 10 Holdings (%)
as of March 31, 2023 

Holding Rep. Account
HEICO Corporation 4.34

Cadence Design Systems, Inc. 4.30

Copart, Inc. 4.09

NVR, Inc. 4.03

Hologic, Inc. 3.95

Verisk Analytics Inc. 3.95

Amphenol Corporation Class A 3.93

Waters Corporation 3.90

Toro Company 3.84

Chemed Corporation 3.61
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